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An open letter to the readers of GAIETY:
The issue which you hold is the result of
a lot of hard work by a handful of people...
none of which are paid a cent (including your
editor) . The staff has spent long nights
putting this together because we all believe
very strongly in what we‘re doing. But we
need help. We reed more people to pitch in
and make it easier for all.
While we‘d love to find people who are
knowledgeable about publishing, right now
it‘s more important to find volunteers who
have no skills but are willing to spend the
time with us to learn. You don‘t have to be
able to write, type or draw (although any of
these would help) but you do have to be
willing to spend a few hours each week
religiously.
The first issue of GAIETY was put out al—
most two years ago by three people who knew
next to nothing about publishing. We learned
the hard way. Since then, GAIETY has grown
   
to be too large a project for just a few. Now
step forward and be—
If you‘re interested, join us
(Monday nights at
GAIETY must NOT go
— GP
is the time for you to
come a part.
at our next staff meeting
7:30, 1209 N. McLean).
under simply from lack of interest.
 
      
        
      






















































They Call Mea Pessimist...
If anyone is complacent and satisfied with
gay acceptance in this society, let me try
and shatter your illusions.
During the California senate race, Repub—
lican victor S. I. Hayakawa charmed the
homophobic element with the statement, "I am
deeply, +deeply, deeply prejudiced against
homosexvality and I will vote that way." It‘s
amazing that a senatorial candidate could
utter such a bizarrely offensive statement
and still win an election. Can you imagine
anyone saying that about Blacks, older persons,
Jews, or any other group or minority? They
would be crucified, by the press and the pub,
lic. Let‘s face it — it is still acceptable
to hate gay people in America.
Hayakawahas changed his tune some. In an
interview with a gay publication he said that
while he considers homosexuality an "abomina—
tion," he would be the "first to stand up a—
gainst anyone who persecuted gay people mere—
ly because of their sexuality." What is he
trying to say — that he would vote against
gay rights but not let people persecute
gays?
Four thugs beat a gay man to death in Tuscon
and because they play football they are given
suspended sentences and told they need no psy—
chological guidance. A gay man is brutally
beaten by two policemen in Philadelphia, and
despite their confession, the officers are
merely assigned to a different beat. Lesbian
mothers are constantly losing custody of loved
children solely on the basis of thier sexuality.
What does Hayakawa and the American public
think of these things? Do they care? I con—
sider it persecution when a Senator calls my
feelings of love an abomination. Gays could
have prevented Hayakawa from becoming a Sen—
ator, and could have , assured Bella Abzug,
Tthe most courageous, outspoken supporter of
gay rights ever in Congress, a senatorial
seat.
We as gay people must let America know we
are here, we are staying, and we demand equal
treatment. There was a homosexual rights
movement in Germany in the 20‘s and 30‘s.. It
was successful and very similar to the Ameri—
can liberation efforts of today. For a while
the activists thought the country would never
return to the old attitudes. Such optimism
died a cruel death as gays were burned in
Hitler‘s ovens.§ § f — LLThink about it. #
 
SUPERSTA
L by David Anthony
With more twists and — turns
than the road to Yazoo City,
Superstar Murder ? —succeeds
brilliantly in the miasma of
mystery stories.
John Paul Hudson and Warren
Wexler have produced a refined
piece of fiction, packaged as
6<Bim>9 «tioo«iim»0
More Mississippi Mud
Dear Lady Jane Grey,
The oracle speaks — from
Mae‘s temple in Jackson, Mis—
sisippi (That‘s Mississippi)
where homosexuals go to prey
(that‘s prey), but only after
carefully removing and folding
their mulberry—powered silk
hymens.
Tell me, Lady Jane, how can
you sit on the hood of your
car (or anything else) in Smith
Park and then write that there
are no hustlers here?
You refer to Jacksonian‘s
preferences for good clean fun
in a Christian setting. You ther
announce that genitality (copsi
I mean gentility) reigns su—
preme. Perhaps you were aca—
G@emically oriented and con—
fused the Cabaret columns with
the "white columns."
It all sounds to me as though
you were tipsy on sour grape
wine. Maybe if you had reached
out to someone else instead
of keeping both hands over your
crotch, ‘you wouldn‘t have to
hold your own.
If you are not still jogging
around Smith Park chasirg that
gold Buick whose chassis had
less mileage than your own,
whip by and try us again at
Mae‘s. Maybe someone will ex—
plain the scene and entertain
you with a bit of our private
lust and lewdness. We‘ll im—








With the aid of veteran
script—writer Warren Wexler,
the book transcends the normal
limits of a novel and gains
the slickness and readability
of the very best mystery a—~
round. The book is crammed
full of wry observations of
gay life in New York, with
sage advice creeping in between
the lines like ivy.
At first glance, the char—
acters included would make‘
any reader blush — Spot, the
fugitive from justice who
travels all over,
a rational self
gay person...Benita Hoyt, man—
ager of the superstar, a fe—
male Colonel Tom Parker if
there ever was one...Lionel
Davidow, the lisping exagger—
ation of closet queendom, the
conductor of the superstar‘s
band ... and of course, the
superstar herself,Bess Mittman,
a thinly—veiled incarnation
of Bette Midler circa 1973.
Other characters float in and
out like paper airplanes, (in—
dicating the drift of things,
running from
if you will) such as Brock
Rugoff, owner of the seedy
Cosmopolitan Baths in NYC in
which the murder takes place,
and Lady Jay, a black drag from
Memphis whose connection in
the story takes a full 200
pages to ascertain.
Sorting through the myriad
of subplots, one sees that Spot,
the central character, through
the course of tracking down the
murderer, also seeks to purge
himself of gay quilt through
this action. Spot comes up
against every tough cookie
around and leaves most of them
crumbling in his wake. Con—
R MURDER?




and mimicry, faded tinsel and
jaded postures that detract
from the ultimate goal of per—
sonal liberation, Spot takes
each incident and turns it a—
round, making aid from tribu,
lation in his quest for the
identity of the murderer and
the identity of himself...and
it‘s a long road.
This book is a gritty photo—
graph of American gay life,
and it is up to the reader to
crop, enlarge, reduce, and fit
the ideas into a whole from
which much may be realized.
Don‘t expect the straight or
closet world to grasp the so—
cial ideas set forth in it...
except in a lighthearted frame—
work. It will, however, elevate
a few straight minds and give
them a glimpse of the cold
reality that marks our lives
everywhere From show—biz to
LSD, drag, S/M, and poppers
the gay culture is represented
in all respects in one of the
most entertaining books to




with this year‘s most
unusual gift idea!
 
   
 
a Give the groovy, newt
‘Gay Game:
Daring! anferent' Devilish! Everyone‘s
talking about ‘Gay Strip—Down‘® the
world‘s first game that gets down to
basics: S—E—X! It‘s tongue—pleasing,
erotic, X—rated; not for the shy or timid.
Designed to inflame passions, pep—up
libidos, arouse lust, stiffen egos— it:
gives a perfect excuse to seduce (or
be seduced). Has big, gay, colorful
game board and over 200 pieces. Sent
in plain wrapper. $10.95
$9.95 WITH THIS AD
Add $1.00 U.S. postage; $2.50 for airmail
SEND PAYMENT TO: l;
I FUN MATES, Box 6466, Dept. G A, I
I San Francisco, CA 94101 I
*¥ ma me me DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED == == ms **
Meet The Rascals Who Do It To You
When GAIETY appears in your mailbox, your
favorite bar or newsstand,you probably seldom
pause to think about the people behind the
issue. Some GAIETY readers may know one or
more of the staff, but there are many who
have ro idea ®f the foiks behind the scenes.
Gary Salles serves as feature editor. Gary
sorts through all the hopeless ideas that
wiggle out of staff meetings to effect three
or four good feature articles every month. He
keeps. an eye on the bar scene (Lord, he‘s
there enough) and a hand on the pulse (at
least) of the community. Gary also handles
the "we eat crow" department. If you‘ve got
any complaints — ask for Rona.
News editor Larry Laughlin is a nondescript
fellow with a nose for news. He pours through
112 Jackson at Main
open Wed.—Sun. at 9














countless. newsletters, publications and press
releases to select the important national and
world items that you should know. Larry is
really a surprising young man. Just when you
think you‘ve got him figured out...he writes
another editorial.
For the way GAIETY looks you can blame Tony
.Coppock. As design and layout editor, Tony
lays it all out (on the page). Tony is our
mother figure. When it gets hectic, he‘s
always there with a smile and a "there,there
it‘ll be alright." It‘s a good thing he‘s so
cheerful because he also has the herculean
task of pleasing our advertisers with exciting,
innovative ads. It‘s a big job, but Tony is
used to big jobs. We‘ll never worry unless the
bottle of Drambuie fails.
Mary Jo Cowart proves that a cartoon is
worth a thousand words — or at least two or
three (who needs editors?) Creator of the
redoubtable Superdyke, Mary Jo has proven
that insanity is contagious. She used to be a
nice, wholesome young woman...now she‘s almost
as kinky as her hair.
Tony Biffle is a copy editor. Missspelled
words and bad grammar are his foes. Really,
Tony wil fool you. He looks like a shy,
quiet closet case but just catch him in action
at the Rain Check. The GALIETY pussy cat becomes
a hell cat.
Rik Hedgecock doesn‘t write or draw. (But
that‘s about all he won‘t do.) The wizard of
the typewriter, Rik puts up with all the un—
reasonable demands of the editors with his
charming good grace and even temper. The only
time he was heard to cuss was when Rona
wented her article to silhouette her tightly
cinched tummy (#$%**#1!!) ,
Finally,wielding the whip over this motley
crew is ye olde editor—in—chief, Gary Poe.
Somehow he manages to put out an issue every
once—in—awhile, although at
expense as fingernails and sanity (both his
and ours.) Gary is undoubtedly the least
understood staffer of all. Really, who could
possibly fathom the inner workings of his




Bar Disturbance Jails Five
Five persons were arrested shortly after
midnight Thursday morning,November 4 follow,
ing a disturbance at the Butterfly Cabaret.
Dot Thompson, co—owner of the lounge, was
charged with failure to produce a proper
dance permit; four patrons‘ were charged with
disorderly conduct.
The arrests followed a skirmish with a
group of strangers to the lounge who were
offended by the homosexuality of the bar‘s
clientele. The straights reportedly became
abusive hurling insults and lit cigarettes.
The arrests were made by two members of the
vice squad. The officers had been present
during the disturbance sitting separately,but
Ms. Thompson said they made no effort to stop
it. Their presence and the unusually rapid
arrival of uniformed patrolmen has prompted
suggestions that the incident was contrived.
Ms. Thompson said the dance violation was a
misunderstanding and has been corrected.
All charges have been continued.
Apollo Plans Mardi Gras Ball
The Memphis Krewe of Apollo has announced
plans for their "First Annual Mardi Gras
Ball" to be held January 8 at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. The ball will feature the presenta,
tion of the King and Queen of Apollo—Memphis.
Formal dress will be required.
Apollo is an affiliate of the Mystic Krewe
of Apollo based in New Orleans. Krewes in
Birmingham, Alabama; LaFayette, Louisana and
New Orleans will sponsor similar balls during
January and early February. On February 20
foyalty from each of the krewes will be pre—
sented at the annual Mardi Gras ball to be held
this year in the new Hyatt Regency—New Orleans.
Lavra Becomes Miss Memphis
The Miss Gay Memphis 1977 title was won by
Laura Lee Love at the annual Halloween pageant.





is an eight year
Memphis tradition.
For the past four
years it has been
presented by the
Queen‘s Men,Inc.
The other contestants were





Jimmie Dee Wins Miss Tennessee
Climaxing a two day pageant,Jimmie Dee was
crowned Miss Gay Tennessee 1977 at George‘s
Theatre Lounge, November 20. A Knoxville






Denton placed . third.





with some of the emcee
duties and the duo
provided some hilarious
entertainment while waiting on the
decision.
Jimmie Dee has‘ been performing for eight
years but says each pageant is just as "nerve—
rackina" as the first.
When it was all over,Jimmie thanked every—
one and said of the title,"I‘m glad I brought
it back to Knoxville."
 
judges‘
Lesbian Group Expands Goals
The Sexuality and Lesbianism Task Force of
the Memphis chapter, National Organization
for Women,has announced plans to broaden its
scope with projects to involve a larger num—
ber of Memphis women.
Pat Dunbar, Task Force Coordinator, indi—
cated that many women do not know‘ about the
group and others have felt that its emphasis
has been too political in the past. The cur—
rent membership drive will attempt to open
the organization up for more participation
and expanded goals.
A sexuality and lesbianism seminar is
being planned for next spring. It will give
women a chance to meet and get to know other
women without class barriers — where they can
relate simply as women. A workshop theatre
is planned to explore the arts "by women, for
‘women."
Ms. Dunbar, named S & L coordinator for
‘Tennessee at the recent state NOW conference,
said that fund—raisers for these projects
have already begun. The group is selling lambda
bumper stickers and are acquiring a variety
of positive books on lesbianism for sale.
 nd the mid—south
a
s     
Porno Scandal Jails Priest
WINCHESTER, TN — An Episcopal priest accused
of staging and photographing "homosexual
orgies" at his Boys Farm has been indicted by
a grand jury and stripped of his license to
officiate at Tennessee church services.
Rev. Claudius I. "Bud" Vermilye was indicted
by a Franklin County Jury on felony charges
of committing crimes against nature and other
felony charges of aiding and abetting crimes
against nature by filming them.
Between 12 and 30 boys have lived at the
private farm near Sewanee, sent there by the
Spencer Youth Center in Nashville, the State
Correction Department and welfare agencies.
Vermilye has operated the farm for five years
as for juvenile offenders and juveniles
from broken homes.
District Attorney J. William Pope,Jr. claims
that Vermilye aroused the boys with adult
movies, dulled their inhibitions with liquor
and photographed them performing homosexual
acts. Vermilye sold the pictures to raise
money for the farm.
Vermilye had a list of 275 "active" and 90
"inactive" sponsors from every state, Canada
and Australia. One letter to a sponsor read,
"glad you liked the slides. Next month we
will have some new ones." The latter men—
tioned two names and described one boy as
having a "beautiful body."
Paul Humphries of the correction depart,
ment foster home program, said the priest
cultivated friendships with staff members at
Spencer Youth Center. Humphries said Vermilye
"visited the center frequently" and that
"they felt he was qualified and ailowed him
to take some of the children to his home for
the weekends."
No date was set for Vermilye‘s arraignment
but Pope said he hoped the priest — could be
tried during the January term of Franklin
County Court.
Vermilye laughingly posed for photographers
following his release from jail on a $10,000
bond, but had no statement to make.
 
JOB WANTED JOB AVAILABLE
Houseboy Part — time
Will answer phone, Choose your hours
correspondence










by Frank Robinson, GAIETY correspondent
KNOXVILLE — And Voices were raised in the
wilderness saying..."Yes, Mas Sue, there is
life in Knoxville." Life indeed. Hill country‘
hasn‘t seen the like in years. The Knoxville
Gay Caucus continues in its sometimes uphill
fight to organize gay alternatives in the
community. Our hotline is now in operation
24 hours a day (whenever somebody‘s home.)
Dial 573—7382 for info on activities and re—
sources in and around Knoxville.
KGC meetings are Wednesday nights, Gay
Awareness class meets Mondays at the University
and a fledgling Integrity/Dignity group is
planning a Eucharist service December 13 for
Advent. All this and religion too.
The "Amazons" have switched from football
to basketball, but they still play rough.
Knoxville Lesbian Feminists are meeting Thurs—
days and other women‘s activities are planned.
The Europa club is giddy with Jimmie Dee‘s
success while the crowd at the Carousel still
loves Roby (or so she says.)
November 28 the Carousel held a benefit for
David Fleming who was critically injured in
a car crash. To raise funds for hospital ex—
penses, all the performers and bar staff do—
nated their salaries and tips and Chuck threw
in the door receipts. A challenge match be—
tween the owners of the Carousel and the
Europa netted $800 more. And consider the
many gays who donated blood in David‘s name;
it‘s dramatic evidence that humanity still
lives in old K—town. Now, if I could just get
that guy in the corner to smile back at me...
License Plates Tell Too Much
‘JACKSON, MS — Many residents of Hinds County
are wondering what sort of good ole boys are
responsible for their 1977 license plates.
J. W. Howell, director of the Mississippi
Motor Vehicle plate division, said an "extra,
ordinary volume" of complaints was received
just days after 1,000 sets of new plates
were issued which bore the prefix "GAY." —
Howell saw nothing "offensive" about the
plates and said "apparently no one else in
the divid@ion gave any consideration to that
possibility." At present the state has no





JACKSON, MS — Venus Lui won the
crown and title of Miss Gay
Mississippi 1976—77 after a
grueling five hour competition.
The annual pageant was held
November 6 at Mae‘s Cabaret
hosted by Michael Andrews ,Miss
Gay America and Norma Kristie,
Miss Gay America Emeritus.
Chosen from ten of the most
talented entertainers in the
«state, Venus copped the title
iwith a unique outburst of
talent rarely seen anywhere.
iShe performed a medley of
Etunes from Diana Ross‘ "Funny
Girl" album making three cos—
Etume changes during the per—
iformance. First runner—up was
iRonnie Minnelli and second
Venus Lui Wins in Jackson
runner—wpwas Passion Cottrell.
The talent presentations ran
the gamut from tap dancing and
baton twirling to a dance fea—
turing live boa constrictors
(snakes !)Venus had been crowned
Miss Gay Jackson earlier in the
year after runner—up spots in
the Miss Gay Mid South Missis—
sippi,Miss Gay Gulf Coast,and
Miss Gay Southeast Pageants.
The new Miss Gay Mississippi
(succeeding Cicely Manchester)
is a graduate of Jackson State
University. She lived for two
years in Atlantawhile working
on a Masters Megree in Urban
Affairs at Georgia State. At—
lanta is also where she began
stage experience. After being
chosen the "most Beautiful" at
the My House Lounge in a Hal—
  
loween pageant, Venus got the;
"bug" and ran for Miss Gayi
Atlanta in 1973.
_ No stranger to Memphis, Venus:
has participated in the Missi
Mid South Pageant for the pasti
two years. Originally from:
Los Angeles, Venus plans to;




Arkansas Bill May Ban Nudity
TEXARKANA, AR — One Arkansas legislator has
plans to return "morality" to newsstands in
the state when the general assembly convenes
in January. Speaking before a civic club in
Camden, Rep. Earl Jones of Texarkana said he
felt the "community standard" ruling of the
U. S. Supreme Court would support ending the
display of publications showing nudity; such
as Playgirl and Penthouse. Most Arkansas
@ommunities, however, presently ban the open
display of such magazines. Gay publications
like Newswest, the Advocate and Drummer are
not distributed on Arkansas newsstands.
Despite the conservative nature of the state,
Jones termed the bill a political risk. He
said he planned to push for passage of the
bill despite the political casualties he
might suffer.
Carousel Manager Improving
KNOXVILLE — David Fleming, manager of the
Carousel Lounge, is hospitalized after a one
car accident in early November. Following
several weeks in intensive care, Fleming‘s
condition is reportedly improving and he is
expected to be released from UT hospital in
early December.
 
Located in the —
— ManningMotor Hotel
Markham & Main St.
~ Little Rock, Ark.
2 §hows er rolor
Disco, on Thursday, Friday & Saturday Open at 8 p.m.
* o 0 £
Special New Year‘s Eve Show
(501) 372—9430
Closed Christmas Day Closed Sundays
10 around the world
 
Sheriff Fined For Jail Rape
_ ALEXANDRIA, VA — A young man who was raped
in his jail cell has been awarded $50,000 in
damages by a federal district court. Agreeing
that there is a "continuing pattern of failure
by sheriffs to adequately protect the physi—
cal safety of prisoners," the court levied
the fine against Fairfax County Sheriff James
D. Swinson. The‘ federal decision is viewed
as precedent setting for the entire nation.
Murderers of Gay Get Probation
TUSCON, AZ — Four high school football heroes
have been given suspended sentences after
being found quilty of beating a young gay man
to death. The four youths were charged with
involuntary manslaughter and conspiracy to
commit — assault in the June 6 murder of
Richard Heakin outside a local gay bar.
The four men admitted that they had attacked,
and beaten Héeakin as an attempt to harass gay
people, according to a local newspaper, New
Times. But the judge reportedly suspended
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a lack of "murderous intent" in their actions
and, because their status as football heroes
proved their "good character." |
The attackers are all over six feet tall;
the victim was five feet seven and weighed
125. pounds.
Juage Ben Birdsall stated that no psycho—
logical guidance was necessary for the young
men. All four have been placed on probation
for four years or until their twenty—first
birthdays.
The county prosecuting attorney in the
case, Jim Himelic, was "enraged" when the
judge tossed out the second degree murder
charge sought by the county. The §§2_Francisco
Sentinel quoted Himelic as calling the trial
"a farce beyond belief."
Kidnapper or Lover: Jury to Decide
WHITE PLAINS, NY — One of the two men charged
with the August kidnapping of Seagram‘s heir
Samuel Bronfman II, testified that he and
Bronfman were lovers for one year before the
"kidnapping hoax." Mel Patrick Lyncy, a
Brooklyn fireman and Dominic Byrne,part time
chauffénmr,are on trial for the kidnapping.
In an opening statement, Lynch‘s lawyer
charged that Bronfman had devised the scheme
"for the purpose of getting money from his
father." Bronfman,who has recently'married,
has denied ever having had homosexual ex—
periences or knowing the two coedéfenddnrts.
Lynch has recently — acknowledged his
homosexuality and claimed that he participated
in the "phoney kidnapping" because Bronfman
threatened to report Lynch‘s homosexuality
to the fire department where he worked.
Bronfman occasionally broke into sobs as
hs described the nine—day ordeal in which
he was held captive fora 2.3 million dollar
ransome. Bronfman said he spent the whole
time blindfolded with his hands tied, never
showering or washing ang seldom sating. He
claims he didn‘t try to escape because of
the physical restraint and pecause he as—
sumed "a lot of people we‘re involved."
Lynch‘s attorney focused on a taped mes—
sage that Bronfman made instructing his
     
 
father how to pay the ransome. in a ttemb
rey B 3 ys that if the instruct
ave i xactly, I‘we‘re in no dan
 
: ang Bronfman continues ir
more composed tone, "Hold it,do it again.
Whether Bronfman was in charge of the sit,
uation or, as he claims,had briefly choked








Television, that family me—
dium which usually screams
‘Gtraight, straight, straight"
‘at its audience, ushered in
the new season with recogni—
tion that perhaps there are
some people who aren‘t. That
wonderful, provocative dec—
laration, "I‘m gay," was heard
on three different season
premier programs.
Although gay life was not
explored on any show, the rev—
elation of a character‘s sex—
uality was an integral part
of all three.
ARC‘s Family dealt beauti~—
fully with a young man‘s for—
ced exit from the closet. The
family‘s values are tested
when the son (Willy) firs out
his best friend (Zeke) —has
been arrested in a police
raid on a gay bar.
Zeke‘s father is repulsed,
but Willy‘s parents progress
initial puzzlement to
acceptance and support. Willys
‘sister, 13, is unaffected and
reaffirms her love for Zeke.
But Willy is angry and shaken
and rejects his friend. Zeke
suggests that Willy‘s anger
might be fear of his own sex—
ual orientation. +The mother
ends up berating Willy for
rejecting Zeke when he needs
love and support the most. As
Zeke catches a plane to return
to college, Willy tries to
reaffirm their bond. "Rites
of Friendship" ends poignantly
as Willy‘s questioning face
watches Zeke‘s departure.
CBS Alice tried for laughs,
but not negative ones. Alice
meets her boss‘s quarterback
friend, Jack, and wastes no
time finagling a date. The
‘evening ends with Alice indi—
cating she would be receptive
if "this goodlooking, intel—
ligent, sexy" man made a pass
at her. "I‘m gay," is Jack‘s
blunt reply. Time for a com—
mercial. The scene is gently
humorous and the joke is on
Alice. As Jack leaves Alice
sighs, "They told me he was
a man‘s man."
But then Alice balks at let—
PF
H
Waterbeds ® Smoking Accessories : —
ala Cooper
‘a long way to go
For instance,
3...
ting her son go on a camping
trip with Jack. He gets Alice
to admit that she would trust
him if he were straight and
taking ner 12 year old daugh—
ter. "It‘s the same thing,"
Jack insists. The son gets
to go. He isn‘t at all dis—
turbed, "I don‘t care, he is
a great guy, a great football
player, and a lousy fisherman."
Good bye, child molester myth;
hello, gay big brother.
The Nancy Walker Show open—
ed with Nancy having a live—
in male secretary who swishes
and stereotypes all the way.
It‘s the pre—liberation syn—
drome where the audience





life in an entertaining way.
gay does not:
mean male. When will televi—
sion reflect the reality of a
growing legion of proud, in—
dependant lesbians: Meaning,
ful scripts about an alterna,
tive gay lifestyle have yet
to be presented. In twenty
more years, who knows?






‘NASHVILLE — The big news here
is the recent Southeast Dis—
trict Conference of the Uni—
versal Fellowship of Metropol—
itan Community Churches.
During the weekend of November
14—16, ministers, delegates
and spectators from all sec—
tions of the Southeast parti—
cipated in a wide range of
activities. Hosted by MCC—
Nashville, Saturday‘s events
included a panel discussion
on Christian Social Action
DIGNITY INTEGRITY
KNOXVILLE — Several concerned
gay Catholics and Episcopal—
ians and their friends are
forming a joint DIGNITY/INTEG—
RITY group. Anyone in the
Knoxville area interested in
the organization should con—
tact Jim Fleenor, 300 13th St.
Apt. #8, Knoxville, TN. 37916
— BeProud
— TellOthers
© Now,for thefirst time
Aewzyoucanuumrflm
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Southeast MCC Conference
led by R. Adam DeBaugh, the
only openly gay lobbyist in
Washington, D.C.
DbeBaugh‘s group, Gays On The
Hill, works with legislators
sympathetic to the gay cause
in trying to attain federal
legislation for gay civil
rights. Bills have already
been prepared for the next
session of both House and Sen—
ate, and have the necessary
sponsorship.
At the conference business
meeting the Southeast District
was dissolved as being too
large and split into two new
districts: the South Atlantic
composed of Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi; and the Middle
Atlantic emcompassing Virgin—
ia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia and Tennessee. Rev.
Evan St. Ives of Sarasota,
Florida was elected South At—
lantic District Co—ordinator
and Rev. Howard Wells of At—
lanta was chosen Co—ordinator
for the Midg—Atlantic District.
At the closing worship ser—
vice an estimated 250 persons
gathered at the Civic Center
Auditorium as Rev. Elder "Papa"
John Hose officiated. at the
formal chartering of MCC—Nash—
ville. Also at the service,
Rev. Thomas Bigelow was elected,
and installed as pastor of the
new church, culminating a per—
iod of four years of hard work







Church (MCC) of Memphis cele—
‘brated the first worship ser—
‘vice in its new sanctuary at
1207 N. McLean on Sunday, Nov—
ember 14. Approximately 45
people were on hand for the
service, conducted by Exhorter
Charlene Taylor, Worship Co—
ordinator.
It was announced that reg—
ular programs would be started
by the first of the year as
the MCC Mission grows on its
way to becomming a fully char—
tered church. Some of the
programs already begun are a
Women‘s Rap Group, which will
meet on Thursday evenings at
7:30 in the church located
directly behind the GAIETY
offices; a bar ministry on
Wednesday evenings to let
those who wish find out more
about the church in a socially
familiar situation; a spirit,
ual care committee, consist,
ing of those who wish to be—
come deacons or exhorters; a
choir to & led by Dee Hansler









group for gays, a gay youth
group for those 18 and under,
a bible study class and many
more.
MCC is open to everyone.}.
period. There‘s ~something
there for everyone. If you
would like more information,
call the MCC Hope Line — 7257,
4673 (725—HOPE).
 
For many gay Catholics, ‘the
recent Call to Action Confer—
ence in Detroit signified the
beginning of a new era in the
Church. At the gathering,
called by the Chairperson of
the Bishops‘ Bicentennial Com—
mittee, Cardinal John Dearden,
delegates from nearly every
Catholic diocese and over 100
Catholic organizations came
together for a common cause:
"Liberty and Justice for all."
Given the task of formula,
ting a five—year plan of ac—
tion for the Bishops which
would offer direction for soc—
ial action efforts, one of
the recomendations was: "That
the Church actively seek to
serve the pastoral needs of
those persons with a homosex—
ual orientation; to root out
those structures and attitudes
which discriminate against
homosexuals as persons and to
join the struggle by homosex—
ual men and women for their
basic constitutional rights
to employment, housing and
immigration."
Locally, the Catholic Dio—
cese of Memphis has just taken
a major step in implementing
the spirit of the Call to Ac—
tion Conference. On Friday,
December 5, some 45,000 ° per—
sons attended a special Day
of Reconciliation service at
  
rams O09: :
When You Advertise In GAIETY
the .Mid—South Coriseum in
Memphis, at which Bishofitjarro]
T. Dozier, who attended the
Call to Action Conference,
granted general absolution to
all present, a rite previously
used only in cases of extreme
emergency, such as war or nat—
ural disaster.
The ceremonies
period of 6 months in which
the church in Memphis made a
special effort to reach those
Catholics who had quit going
to Church and receiving the
sacraments. When asked if this
extended to the Gay Community,
Father Albert Kirk, an assis—
tant to Bishop Dozier, said
that it applied to all Catho—
lics and that a segment of an
upcoming pastoral letter dealt
specifically, and supportively,
with the topic of homosexual,
ity and the Church.
After being shown a prelim—
inary draft of that part of
the letter it was obvious that
the Bishop is a very under—
standing and perceptive person.
The Diocese of Memphis is in—
deed lucky to have such a man
climaxed a
at its helm. He has a great
deal of compassion for the
particular problems of the
Gay Catholic and hopes to do
much towards a reconciliation
of the church and ALL ‘its
flock.
  
Also in the recommendations
was a provision that the
Church fight in society and
‘within its own structures dis—
crimination based on "sexual
orientation" and to provide
pastoral care "to. all sexual
minorities who are subjected
to societal discrimination
and alientation from the ChurcH‘
as well as to families who
have members who are a part
of a "sexual minority" in the
form of information, counseling
and support.
The tremendously positive
thrust of the conference to—
wards the issue of homosexu—
ality in the church is due to
the untiring efforts of DIG—
NITY, the international organ—
ization of gay Catholics and
its official delegate, Brian
McNaught. That their effort
was successful is recognized
in the form of a resolution
that the church officially
"encourage and affirm the pas—
toral efforts of DIGNITY."
Although there is much sad—
ness that these resolutions
were not reflected in the form
of the Bishops‘ Conference
Pastoral Letter, the signifi—
cance is still great.
Whether or not the resolu—,
tions passed by the Conference
are ever implemented, the
votes of Catholics from all
walks of life, the grass—roots
church, have been recorded
forever in the annals of his—
tory.
As an old Chinese philosopher
once said, "A journey of a
thousand miles begins with a
single step." The Call to Ac—
tion was definately a good
step to begin with.
 
 
Lesbian Feminist Forum AC=O
by Lav En‘ dure
Do you think of yourself as
being oppressed?Have you ever
felt isolated, invisible or
invalidated? Society has put
us down,but we have held our—
selves back. Our lifestyle is
a compromise. We isolate our—
selves because of the rules
that society has superimposed
on us. We —lead double lives.
Our sisters are our lovers,
ex—lovers, and all women in
general. It is only through
supporting ourselves that we
can survive.
Are we all that we can be or
settling forare we "their"
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interpretation of us. You‘ve
come a long way baby — what‘s
stopping you now? The name of
the game is OPPRESSION. —(So—
cilety 10, Lesbians 0.)
Lesbianism in Memphis is ex—
tremely closeted. That‘s not
new. The question is what are
we goung to do about it? For
years we have lived in fear.
Most of our energies are spent
in hiding, protecting our jobs,
homes, familty and friends. And
‘then we have to put up a facade
‘of being "straight." We need
women to share these obstacles.
If youre ready to move for—
ward, there ark other sisters
pa atA. @
[® Merry Christmas












Guys — Gals ® Everybody‘s Welcome
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who want to work with you. The
Sexuality and Lesbianism Task
Force of NOW offers a social
and political outlet. Is one
dyke really strong enough to
hold back all these damns?
Lesbian.Rap Group Begins
A women‘s rap group has been




in Memphis,the rap group will
be coordinated by members of
the Sexuality and Lesbianism
Task Force of NOW.
Starting December 9, the group
will meet every Thursday at
7}30 p.m. at M.C.C., 1209 N.
McLean. The sessions will re—
late to topics of interest to
all women, although they will
reflect a lesbian approach.
The first few sessions will be
limited to women only,so that
the group may achieve some sort
of cohesive identity and be
able to effectively come to
grips with their sexuality and
personality as women.
Some of the topics to be dis—
cussed include: Coming Out, Rok
Playing, Monogamy, Oppression,
SEX, Celibacy,the Lesbian and
Religion, Relating to men in a
"man‘s world," and Self Accept~
ance (or Getting Over Guilt
Trips.)
Anyone desiring additional
information should call M.C.C.






Do you have any idea how it
feels to be Queen of England
for a week? Especially while
Bloody Mary is busy earning
her sobriquet. Its a bitch and
a half, mister. I didn‘t want
to be a quegn. They made me do
it. Of course, I would be a
better Queen than Mary, who
believes the best solution to
any problem is to mow down the
opposition.
I‘m cuter than Mary,
who is fat and Catholic
and intends to make both
attributes fashionable
upon ascending the
throne. One thing you
have to say for Cousin
Mary, she pays absolutely no
attention to the haute saison,
preferring to execute the so—
ciety editors who get in her way.
They say Marie Antoinette
had a ball, while it lasted.
And then her hair turned white
overnight as she sat in her
cell listening to the rabble
of Paris call for her head. Her
hubris, her tragic flaw, her
pride that severed the beauty
from the most swanlike neck,
also allowed her to ride in a
tumbrel through implacable
hatred that spewed garbage at
her. Her husband had been per—
mitted the civility of a closed
carriage, but the Widow Capet
rode proudly to her death in
an ox cart. Her hair was white
but her head unbowed.
They say Catherine the Great
died when‘ the horse they were
lowering on top of her fell.
The pulley broke. Catherine
must have had quite a bit of
faith in KY. On the other hand,
why do you think they called
her "the Great"? In any case
only Queens live out their
fantasies. They pay a high
price, often death, but the
alternative is the denial of
oneself,and the ensuing rele—
gation to a subhuman state.
How much better to be the
mathematician than the cipher
he plays with, even if you do
get smushed like Catherine did.
I‘m going to die in a quarter
hour. What can I say? I‘m too
young to die? Everyone is too,
young to die. I suppose I am
dying for a reason (which is a
 
nice way to go). Actually, I
have no choice in the matter.
I have been a Queen for six
days. I have never worn a
crown,but then a Queen doesn‘t
need a crown. A Queen doesn‘t
need the love of the people. A
Queen has herself, and honey,
that‘s good news. Take all the
faggots in their polyester
‘leisure suits, take all the
fairies with their crock pots,








match them against one heart—
just
less, bloodless bitch of a
Queen (preferably a Southerner)
and the Queen will come out
on top every time.
Queens are the strength of
the (male) gay movement. They
are its backbone. They are its
personality. They are Catherine
the Great getting off on a
horse and then making it come
true by sheer strength of
character. They are Marie
Antoinette riding in a tumbrel
to the. the
vipers who spat at her along
the way.The Queens are the men
who revel in their God given
* homosexuality and defy all the
trumped up societal conventions
about what good little boys: do
in bed.
I am proud to have been a
Queen for six days.When I walk
across the courtyard Iwill be
proud. When I stand on the
platform I will bare my neck.
When they ask me to speak I
will not recant. When they
raise the hatchet Iwill smile.









  by Tony Coppock
When Christine Jorgensen arrived in Memphis
for a recent lecture appearance at Memphis
State, few people even noticed. Perhaps one
or two shyly asked for her autograph. Quite
a contrast to her New York airport reception
in 1952. Then she was met by mobs of howling
reporters and gossiping crowds, all outraged
that a young man had become a woman:; the
first surgically corrected transexual. Re—
laxing over an intimate dinner, Ms. Jorgensen
reminisced a bit.
"I was a very, very shy child. I can‘t
believe that there was a time when I wasn‘t
aware that I had a problem. Just what that
problem was going to be, and how it would
emerge, would take many years to find out."
Ms. Jorgensen sipped a Rob Roy (her favor—
ite cocktail), lit a cigarette, and con—
. tinued.
"I was a voracious reader in my teens, and
I also spent a lot of time at the movies. I
lived vicariously through books, and it was
quite an unsatisfactory existence. The more
I read, the more I realized that the lives of
other people were much more fulfilled than
mine. In my later teens I realized that there
was such a thing as homosexuality. I also re—
alized that it wasn‘t my pattern, but I did
not know what my pattern was."
After a two—year stint in the military,
which she still values, Ms. Jorgensen studied
photography. It was at Yale that she got the
first inkling of her real problen.
"I read a book that changed my life. The
Male Hormone, dealt with the then—recent find,
ings on testosterone. The book basically ex—
plained that the differences between men and
women was just so many atoms of carbon and
other elements. It then dawned on me that
perhaps my problem wasn‘t entirely psycho,
logical, but linked to biology."
Excited by the findings of this book, Ms.
Jorgensen began her own research. She ob—‘
tained information regarding transexual re—
search worldwide, often translating from
Swedish and German. Her interest in medicine
led her to New York, to study X—ray technology.
made it
Christine Jorgensen...
She‘s Come A Long Way
"I was convinced that I was transexual,
and for the first time in my life, I told
someone else about it. One of my instruct—
ors, a very kind doctor, wasn‘t the least
bit surprised, and then I decided to go to
Sweden, where the brunt of Gender Identity
research was happening."
The rest is history. Stopping in Denmark
on her way to Sweden, she learned of break—
through research there, and met Dr. Hamburger.
She volunteered herself as a guinea pig, and
over the next three years George Jorgensen
adjustedto a new identity, that of Christine.
The story of the transexual odyssey hit
the papers in ‘December of 1952. The New York
Daily News brandished the sensational head,
line: "Ex—G.I. Becomes Blonde Beauty."
Christine remembers those headlines. "They
sound like I was a big, muscular,
virile marine type who went to France during
the war, walked through the mud, and suddenly
was transformed into Marilyn Monroe."
Sensationalism, a keynote of the Joseph,
McCarthy era, engulfed the life of Christine
Jorgensen, and in 1958, she had the dubious
distinction of having received more inches of
newspaper coverage than any other person or
event in history.
At the urging of her press agent, and of
her own childhood fantasies, she entered show
business, and became a successful actress and
nightclub performer. In 1967, her autobiog—,
raphy was published, followed four years
later by a film: "The Christine Jorgensen
Story."
"I‘m thinking about writing a sequel to my
book, «because it ended at a point far from
where I am today."
Politics is a subject on which she is quite
outspoken. "I always believed that Richard
Nixon was a very dangerous man. After Water—
gate and his resignation, I think it was not
only unconscionable, but unconstitutional for
Ford to pardon him."
Toward the end of our conversation, some4\“
one asked why Christine had never married. A
brief pause, a twinkle in her eye, and then
her answer. "Well, I‘ve been engaged twice
...in love twice. But unfortunately I wasn‘t
in love with the two men I was engaged to.
These days, though...I wouldn‘t object to
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The eyebrows that such a rev—
elation can still raise indi—
cates how far society has to
go. One way to make people
comfortable with gays is for
entertainers to talk naturally
and comfortably about their
gay experiences. The reaction
to such talks is unpredictable.
After Elton John told Rol—
ling Stone that he saw "nothing
wrong: with going to bed with
someone of the same sex" the
magazine was deluged with let—.
ters expressing outrage and
heartbreak that Elton could be
so perverted. Joan Baez casu—
ally revealed that one of her
"warmest, most loving" rela—
tionships was with a woman.
Shocked at the negative re—
sponse, she finally made a
statement that she was "more
male—oriented now" and things
calmed down. Bisexuality and
her female lover were only a
small part of a detailed in—
terview with Janis Ian, but
the Village Voice presented
it as a bisexual expose.
Not all stars suffer from
exposure of their bisexuality.
Mick Jagger doesn‘t make pub,
lic statements — but hints,
rumors, and his androgynous
posture helped create the mys—
tique that insured his super—
stardom. Even straight men
are forgiven for wanting to
jump in bed with Jagger. . Both
Jagger and David Bowie have
been accused of lying about
being bisexual in order to
build a following.
Certainly Bowie‘s
ments at the beginning of his
rise to stardom (back when no
one was saying anything) caused
aftror, and they enhanced
his appeal to an audience
looking for something new.
Bowie claims to have met his
wife through a man with whom
they both were having an af—
fair. The more decadent side
of bisexuality almost defines
Lou Reed‘s appeal and success.
Bisexuality doesn‘t —have
to be linked with glitter and
decadence to get a positive,
response. In Paris, Marlon
Brando admitted that "like
many men" he had had numerous
"homosexual relationships" and
was "not ashamed." Hardly a
ripple of protest resulted.
Likewise, in the liberated
atmosphere of feminist con—
sciousness, Holly Near told a




rlght in bellev1ng that many
   
open com— —
~ being gay
feelings, all of us
benefit from the exposure.
  
of her fans were thrilled at
the news. Isis lead singer
Carol MacDonald writes and
sings lovingly of her feeling
for women and men.
Apparently things aren‘t
quite loose enough yet to come
out as exclusively gay if one
is a major star. Both Lily
Tomlin and Paul Lynde have
been cautioned against making
public statements for fear of
ruining their careers. It‘s
an old story. But a lot of
lesser—known entertainers are
not only open but are expres—
sing their gayness through art.
Both Stephen Grossman and
Michael Cohen have recorded
fine, sensitive albums about
and male. Chris
Williamson and Meg Christian,
gay women active in the move,
ment (s), enjoy an ever expan—
ding audience. Jade and Sar—
saparilla, lovers for several
years, have recorded an album
and appeared on television.
The visibility of gayness
in entertainment is far from
proportional and growing slow,
ly, but growing it is — in
movies, recordings, and even
television. As long as gay
or bisexual entertainers ex—





New Bar Opening Soon
"The Face and Place," a new
‘bar catering to the Memphis
Gay Community, will open this
month in the renovated site of
the old Rain Cheek Lounge at
38 North Willett.
The club will feature an ab,
stract design with lots of
lighted panels and a long hard,
wood bar. The atmosphere of the
main room will be "very cruisy"
with a small stage for live
entertainment possibly in the
future.
The game room has been redone
in amore quiet,intimate fash—,
ion and the restrooms have been
enlarged.
The Face and Place, scheduled
to open around December 15,will
be managed by Mark Streeter.
New Social Club Forms
Noticed among the new
arrivals on the bar—beat this
month is the birth of a new
gay social club. Called the
"Group on Poplar Street‘ (GOPS)
the organization already boasts
31 charter members and counts
on many more before the year is
out. Founded last month by
several of the "Butterfly
crowd," including president
DavidJones, the club is unique
in that dues are paid weekly
at club meetings. Even more
unusual is the cost...75¢ a
week, little more than the
cost of one beer.
At first you think it would
take hundreds of members at
that rate to make any money.
But add it up; 75¢ a week for
52 weeks is $39 a year. Not bad!
GOPS
—
meets weekly at the
Butterfly Cabaret, 1382 Poplar
Mondays " from 6 p.m. on."
Anyone interested in joining
should simply attend a meeting,
sign up, pay your 75¢ and get





As the bar—scene in Memphis
continues to grow GAIETY tries
to keep its readers abreast of
what is going on where, who is
doing what and when. One of
our goals has been to maintain
surveilance on the safety con—
ditions in the bars. In the
August ‘Swamptrash‘ column,an
item mentioned that the back
doors were locked at George‘s.
‘Then, last month, we ran a
[letter expressing a reader‘s
concern for the safety of
George‘s patrons.
Unfortunately, the whole
truth was not known at that
time and both George Wilson
and Don Rosignoll, owners of
George‘s, claimed that GAIETY
"makes us sound like a fire—
trap." If we did, we apolo—
gize and will try to set the
record straight. At the time
the original statements were
made they were the only in—
formation we could obtain;
and we DID try.
During an interview with
George, he took me on a tour
of the building and pointed
out the numerous safety fea—
 tures that are built—in. Some
George Explains Hidden Safety
    
 
are required by law and some
are not. The fact remains
that George‘s has the approval
of the city building inspector,
the health department and the
fire department.
With the recent additions,
George‘s Theatre Lounge at
1786 Madison, becomes one of
the most modern and SAFE bars
in the city, gay or straight!
George demonstrated how the
carpet, the drapes, the wall—
paper and even the walls them—
selves are fire—resistant.
In the unlikely event a fire
did get started, a sprinkler
system protects all four rooms
in the complex. George showed
me the massive pump by the
stage door and commented, "You‘d
probably drown in here from
these sprinklers before a fire
could even singe you."
"Also, the system is pres—
surized and connected to an
automatic alarm which alerts
the fire G@epartment. if they
are activated,or if the pres—
sure in the lines should drop:
for some reason. They are
also connected to an exterior
 
Mr. Gay Tennessee
Tommy Toussaint of Knoxville
won the Mr. Gay Tennessee
pageant held at George‘s The—
atre Lounge, October 30. He
was awarded a trophy and $200
and will be sent to Daytona
Beach next Labor Day to rep—
resent the state in the Mr.
Gay America Pageant.
Runners—up included Ron
Carden, Ralph Montgomery, Jin
Tidwell,and Joe Ross — all of
Memphis.
Mike McBride, coordinator
for the pageant, announced
that Mr. Gay Memphis will be
held in mid February at
Ceorge ‘s.
|___|
bell (which I was shown) ca—
pable of waking up the entire
neighborhood if there was a
fire."
About ‘the doors, he also
said, "They will stay locked.
There are enough people either
stationed nearby or circulatirg
around them that have keys. In
addition, all the front windows
are the safety push—out type;
there is virtually no way a
person could be trapped inside
this bar."
"Don and~I have sunk every—
thing we have made back into
this place. You don‘t see us
taking vacations in the islands
or driving big El Dorados, al—
though we could. Sure we make
money...we have to. But we
haven‘t forgotten where our
success ~ccame from, and we
like to think we‘re giving our
friends just what they pay for.
In conclusion, if GAIETY has
given you the impression that
George‘s is unsafe let me assure
you that we feel nothing could
pe'farther from the truth. So
drop in at George‘s sometime and









Open 12 noon Saturday and Sunday,
until ???
$2 beer busts on Tuesday and Sun—
iday. Sunday shows include a special
"talent showcase" with cash prizes.
THE ENTREE NUIT
265 S. Cleveland, 726—9813
Open from 3 p.m. until 2 a.m. week—
days; 6 p.m.—2 a.m. Saturday and 6
til 1 a.m. Sunday.
Plans are incomplete for the eves
of Christman and New Years, but they
will be closed the following days.
THE FRONT PAGE
267 S. Cleveland, 726—9834
Open 4 p.m. — 3 a.m. week—nights &
until 4 a.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Tuesday beer busts are from 8—12 &
cost $2.
Christman and New Years plans are
incomplete at this time.
GEORGE‘S THEATRE LOUNGE
1786 Madison, 726—0921
Showtime is 10:30 p.m. Tuesday thru
Staurday and 5:30 Sunday. Beer bust
is 8—12 each weeknight and 3—7 Sun—
day, with $2 cover. Saturdays only
cover is $1.
Tickets are now on sale for the
annual New Year‘s Eve Bash. It will
THE RAINCHECK II
112 Jackson, 528—9280
Open Wednesday and Thursday from 9
until 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday
‘til 4 a.m. Cover $1. Also open Sun—
 
days 9—1.
Continuous disco, 2 bars, free
popcorn, game room & coatcheck roor.
be a sell—out, so get your reserva—
tions in early.
THE PSYCH OUT
76 N. Cleveland, 725—9842
Open 7 nights a week, from 4—2 Sun—
day — Thursday, 4—3 Friday and
urday. No cover. Wednesdays feature
25¢ draft after 8:00. ;
Although the weekend clientelle,
is predominately female, during the |
week the crowd is mixed, making the‘
P.O. one of the oldest and most}
popular bars in town. |
Jackson, MS
MAE‘S CABARET
102 S. Farish, (601) 969—9765.
Open Sunday — Thursday from 8—12,
Friday and Saturday from 8 until???
Featuring beer, set—ups and occa—
sional shows, BYOB.
"Making the Rounds" is a service,
feature of GAIETY for our traveling
friends. When visiting these estab,
lishments please tell them "I saw
your listing in GAIETY."
Little Rock, AR
THE DRUMMER‘S CLUB
Markham & Main St. in the Manning
Motor Hotel. (501) 372—9430.
Serving your favorite mixed drinks.
Open Tuesday — Saturday at 8 p.n.
Shows on Wednesday at 10 & 11. Dis—
co Thursday — Saturday. Closed on
Sundays.
The Club will be closed Christmas
Day. There will be a special New
Year‘s Eve show. _ ;
(NOTE: The legal drinking age in
Arkansas is 21 and ID‘s are checked) 
N
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